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Present Situation 

Production 

Furniture manufacturing has not gene.^Ily been regarded .is a very attractive 

investment  area, principally because,  of all the industries in Colombia, this branch 

exhibits the lowest rate of productivity per worker.   On the basis of the latest 

figures of the National Bureau of Statistics  (DANE), for the year I969, takin* the 

total production of the country's industries and dividing it by the number of employ- 

ees, one finds that the average annual production per worker throughout the country 

stood at close to USÎi8,831.    Por furniture manufacturing,  on the other hand, average 

production per worker was only USG2,630f relegating this branch to last place in the 

productivity ranking of all domestic industries.    Of those branches which enjoy State 

subsidies, the mining and food industries,  for example,  showed average annual pro- 

duction figures of UBi4,521 and US$10,131 per worker, respectively. 

The furniture industry's annual production figure per employee ranks immediately 

behind that of the woodworking industry with US$3,489.    This latter industry also 

happens to be the principal  source of supply for the manufacture of furniture.   Moving 

upward in the ranking, we find the garment  industry, where, at USÏ3,776 per worker, 

productivity, while still relatively low,  is in any event  almost 50 per cent higher 

than in the furniture industry. 

The foregoing facts and figures suggest the following conclusion:    "The promotion 

of furniture production is z simple means of creating jobs.'1 

Causes of the 1_ow production in the furniture industry 

A.      Mini-Enterprises 

Just  es in agriculture we use the term "idini-fundios'1 to refer to land holdings 

which are so anali that their operation is usually not economically justified, we 

might also speak in the furniture manufacturing area of "mini-enterprises''.    Whereas 

in such branches as the garment and textile industries the average number of employees 

per enterprise is 43, and in the food industry '18, this index falls to scarcely 14 

workers per enterprise in the furniture industry. 
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I -    the Government's policy of promoting exports; 

f -    the outstanding viork of the Fondo (".e Promoción de las Exportaciones 
I (PROEXPO)  in trade promotion alroa..; 

i -    the efforts of the Centro de Investigación, DÍ3efío y Desarrollo ¿ol Mueble 
Colombiano (CIDEK) to enhance the quality,  design and prestige of Colombian 
furniture, 

- the faith of certain individuals and enterprises in the future of the industry; 

- the quality of our raw materials:  in generr.l,  the raw materials used by the 
Colombian furniture industry are more economic than those used by its counter- 
parts abroad.    Many developed countries are obliged to import a high proportion 
of their raw materials and to bear the high costs of transport customs dues 
and wastage.    AB a result,  furniture produced from raw materials which these 
countries must import have the best  competitive chance. 

The wood industry and the export plan 

The wood industry ranks third among Colombia's manufacturing industries in terms 

of the export goals set by the aforementioned four-year plan (I97I-I974). 

Let us consider a few relevant figures: 

Manufacturing Industry Statistics 

Article 
Export goal Average number 

for     of employees 
1974 (US$)  per enterprise 

Textiles and ready-to-    4^,173,000 
wear clothing (excluding 
shoes) 

Tanned skins and footwear     28,500,000 

Furniture, wood and 26,600,000 
wooden articles 

Hetalworking industry 24,100,000 
(excluding machinery) 

Canned foods 10,800,000 

43 

21 

15 

30 

48 

Average pro- 
duction per 
worker (US$) 

Percentage of 
raw material 

imported 

7,900 

5,500 

3,000 

5,200 

8,200 

15-0 

3.2 

0.7 

38.8 

18.0 

Source:    Plan Cuatrienal de Exportaciones, MÜE, 19*38,    ABC der deutschen WiitGchaft. 
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Incentives for the export inductry 

Product ivity 

The Government nmst accept fie fr.ct t.^.t the furniture industry requires Mechani- 

zation,  recognising in all fairness that it  is not  in Colombia's interest to  continue 

to produce furniture at  a level of productivity GO lou as to malee a myth of the "cheap    J 

labour1'  argument»    The  same volume of furniture production that   requires only 100 

workers in Germany requires ó 7 2 in Colomb ir.: 

- annual production per worker Li Germany:    US|lr',ó91  (I968); 

- annual production per worker in Colombia:    US£,630 (1Ç68). 

This means a productivity ratio of 1 to 6172 between Colombia and Germany, in 

favour of the German worker.    The salary ratio, on the other hand, stands as follows: 

- hourly wage in Germany (including social security benefits): US^2.33 G-968); 

- average hourly wage in Colombia (including social  secvirity benefits): US$0.38. 

This gives a ratio of 1 to Ó.I7. 

Comparine the results, we  t;ee that the difference in salaries between the two 

countries is less than the difference in productivity per worker.    Fron thio it 

follouB that whereas 100 workers,  earning a total  of US$233 an hour, are required in 

German;" to prodtice a given quantity of furniture,  the    72 workers needed in Colombia 

to produce the name amount receive US$25!)«    This comparison not  only points up the 

reason for the dissatisfaction of the Colo bian worker with 1 is  low wage, but  also 

the fact that unless its level of productivity is sharply accelerated,  Colombian indus- 

try will be unable to afford any significant wage increases.    It must be made clear, 

however, that the present low level of productivity is in no way due to any lack of 

energy on the part of the Colombian worker - who is as a mie er'tremely industrious - 

but solely to the lack of mechanization, organisation and output in Colombian industry. 

Raw material 

kealizing that lower manpower costs are an optical illusion and that there are 

also certain othar labour problerno to lo taken into consideration, the industries of 

the highly developed  countries generally prefer to purchase the rait material abroad, 

offsetting the higher costs through mechanization and greater productivity. 
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At  this point v;e must  recognise the clanger that Colombia,  in its efforts to 

secure hard currency and increase erports, may be pushing the export of its best raw 

P materials to the degree that these are beco, ine ster/lily acarear, poorer in quality 

and more expensive on the domestic market. 

In the furniture manufacturing area one can oooerve that as the finest woods and 

leathers are earmarked for export, their cost on the internal market is increasing. 

If this tendency continues,  raw material prices will very soon reach such a high level 

that it will become more economic for furniture made from our own raw materials to be 

manufactured abroad. 

Final a<xmsider;at¿,qns 

It is up to all the furniture producers of Colombia to band together into a unified 

group for the purpose of making the national Government aviare of the importance of sup- 

porting an industry which,  if given the opportunity to eroand, could easily meet the 

targets of the four-year export plan, thereby creating a large number of jobs and 

strengthening the economy of the country.    Should the present policy with regard to 

the import of machinery, the export of raw material and the granting of export incen- 

tives be continued, there is no doubt that a few firms - namely those which, thanks to 

generous investments in equipment  (made, to be sure,  in better times) or to some unique 

forra of internal organization or original design, have achieved a high degree of pro- 

ductivity - will be able to carry on manufacturing and even exporting.    However, as 

time goes by,  even the most  efficient furni+ure producers will be exposed to the risk 

of losing their foreign customers ^nd of hr. ing to relinc^uish their markets to countries 

in which the furniture industry has greater unity and is supported by the State. 




